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Executive Summary
This report provides an up to date assessment of the secondary school
building challenge across the United Kingdom.
As part of this research, we have analysed
secondary pupil projection numbers to
identify how many more schools and
classrooms could be required across the
UK to ensure we have enough school
places available for our growing population
of pupils. This research is based on an
analysis of publicly available data from the
Department of Education, The Scottish
Government, The Welsh Government and
Northern Ireland’s Department of Education.

The research follows our 2016 School Places
Challenge report, which found that 366,000
extra primary school places were required
in England by 2020.
The latest projection figures show that
while growth in primary school pupil
numbers has begun to level off in England,
the secondary school population is set to
see a significant spike as these children
move into secondary education.

A UK-Wide Challenge
With 15% of English secondary schools
already at or exceeding capacity, swift
action needs to be taken to ensure we
can accommodate the additional 400,000
pupils set to enter the secondary school
system by 2020/21. In this period, up
to 13,337 classrooms will need to be
provided in England – the equivalent of
381 new schools, across nine regions to
accommodate these additional pupils.
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In Scotland, the latest projection figures
show the country will see a 6% increase in
secondary school pupils, equating to the
need for 527 new classrooms, while Wales
and Northern Ireland would each need
more than 300 new secondary school
classrooms to accommodate students
moving through the academic system.
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There will be an
extra

Which would require
up to

secondary pupils in the
UK by 2020/21

new classrooms to
be built

435,646 14,522

This presents a significant undertaking for Government, local authorities
and the built environment sector, who must together ensure that
enough high-quality secondary school buildings are created in time.

Sunesis Dewey – Forestdale Primary School
SCAPE GROUP
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Our recommendations
• A National School Building Strategy should be created
to bring together the Department of Education, local
authorities and the delivery marketplace.
• To maximise the value and efficiency of secondary
school sites, commissioning authorities should seek
opportunities to share new facilities, such as a local
leisure centre, community space or council building,
with primary schools or the wider community.
• Creative design solutions, such as building schools of
up to three or four storeys to deliver maximum capacity,
particularly on smaller sites, without compromising on
pupils’ learning experience.
• Adoption of offsite construction as the main method of
construction for all school buildings to allow them to be
built at a faster rate compared to traditional methods.
• Greater investment in school extensions to significantly
improve the cost and time it takes to create additional
school places.
• Greater collaboration between councils and developers
to ensure schools are built first in major urban
extensions and developments.
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Mark Robinson
Scape Group Chief Executive

“

Secondary school pupil numbers are set to rise significantly and
attention urgently needs to be paid to the quality and availability
of secondary school classrooms across the United Kingdom.
We must ensure there is a joined-up approach that embraces modern
construction methods and high-quality design, which can be delivered
quickly and cost-effectively.
Such is the scale of the projected increase in secondary school pupils
that the Government should now seek to develop a National School
Building Strategy, that brings together the Department of Education,
local and regional government, and industry. Only by acting quickly
and collaboratively will the country be able to meet the growing demand
for secondary school places.

”

SCAPE GROUP
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The UK’s Secondary School Places
Challenge
The UK faces a major task when it comes to ensuring
there are sufficient school places for secondary school
students. England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales
will all see significant growth, with England and Northern
Ireland each expecting to see a 13% increase in numbers.
Although the greatest school building requirement will be
in England (13,337 classrooms), the increase in classroom

requirements is being faced UK-wide, including Northern
Ireland (318), Scotland (527) and Wales (340).
Local authorities across the UK will be acutely aware of
this surge in pupil numbers and mindful that they now
need to access the funding and resources necessary
to make adequate provisions for our children.

Country

No of extra secondary
school places
required by 2020/21

All pupils %
growth

No of secondary
school classrooms
needed*

No of secondary
schools needed*

England

400,097

13

13,337

381

Scotland

15,800

5.7

527

15

Wales

10,200

6.5

340

9

Northern Ireland

9,549

13

318

9

435,646

9.5

14,522

414

United Kingdom



Please see ‘Methodology’ for source information
*

This is the equivalent of the number of extra secondary school pupils in 2020/21

Sunesis Dewey – The Bay Primary School
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No of extra secondary school
places needed by 2020/21

435,646
15,800 extra places
527 extra classrooms*

9,549 extra places
318 extra classrooms*

400,097 extra places
13,337 extra classrooms*

10,200 extra places
340 extra classrooms*

The UK population is set
to increase by 3.6 million
over the next 10 years

SCAPE GROUP

The UK population is
projected to pass 70 million
by mid-2029 and increase to
72.9 million in mid-2041
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England’s Secondary School Places
Challenge
As children progress from primary to secondary education,
attention needs to be paid to the additional 400,097
pupils entering the secondary school system in 2020/21.

Local authorities would need to build more than 13,000
secondary school classrooms in the next three years
to maintain current capacity and should therefore
be given the freedom and resources to build new
facilities where demand will reach the highest levels.

No of extra school
places required by
2020/21

All pupils %
growth

Number of school
classrooms
needed*

Number of
schools needed*

Secondary schools

400,097

13

13,337

381

Primary schools

207,099

4.4

6,903

986


Department of Education’s 2016 School Capacity and forecast tables statistics, available through GOV.UK

*

This is the equivalent of the number of extra secondary school pupils in 2020/21

400,097 13,337
extra secondary school
pupils by 2020/21

10

extra secondary school
classrooms required by 2020/21
– equivalent to 381 new schools

THE SECONDARY SCHOOL PLACES CHALLENGE

13%

growth in secondary school
pupils by 2020/21

England’s population
is projected to grow
faster than the other
UK nations
According to the Office of
National Statistics

Sunesis Keynes – Knowle Primary School
SCAPE GROUP
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England’s Regions
Every region in England will experience at least an
11% growth in secondary school pupil numbers by
2020/21, as they make the transition from primary to
secondary school.
London will see the biggest increase however, with the
capital set to experience a 15.5% rise in secondary
school pupils in the next three years. This means the
region would need to build more than 2,500 classrooms,
the equivalent of 73 schools, to maintain capacity.
Year after year, London continues to experience
pressure to provide new school places due to the
nature of population trends in the capital. Data from
GLA Intelligence** predicts that the total population
of London is projected to reach 10.78 million by
2041. With limited land available, innovative solutions
around design and capacity must be considered.

Looking to the West Midlands and the East of England,
both regions will see secondary school numbers increase
by more than 47,000, which equates to just under 1,600
new classrooms. Even in the North East, which will see
the smallest increase in pupil growth in England (11%),
527 new classrooms will still be required – this is the
same number of new classrooms required in the whole
of Scotland.
Regardless of the region, if more schools are not built,
by 2020/21 the education system could face significant
pressure when trying to place these additional secondary
school pupils.

**
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2016-based Trend Projection Results, GLA Intelligence
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Region

No of extra secondary
school places
required by 2020/21

All pupils %
growth

No of secondary
school classrooms
needed*

No of secondary
schools needed*

London

76,299

15.5

2,543

73

West Midlands

47,251

13.3

1,575

45

East of England

47,882

13.0

1,596

46

South West

36,580

12.0

1,219

35

South East

59,570

11.9

1,986

57

North West

49,186

11.8

1,640

47

East Midlands

32,116

11.6

1,071

31

Yorkshire and
the Humber

35,392

11.1

1,180

34

North East

15,821

11.0

527

15



Department of Education’s 2016 School Capacity and forecast tables statistics, available through GOV.UK
*
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This is the equivalent of the number of extra secondary school pupils in 2020/21
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15,821 extra places
527 extra classrooms*

35,392 extra places
1,180 extra classrooms*
49,186 extra places
1,640 extra classrooms*
32,116 extra places
1,071 extra classrooms*
47,251 extra places
1,575 extra classrooms*
47,882 extra places
1,596 extra classrooms*
76,299 extra places
2,543 extra classrooms*
59,570 extra places
1,986 extra classrooms*
36,580 extra places
1,219 extra classrooms*

*

This is the equivalent of the number of extra secondary school pupils in 2020/21

London is set to see the
biggest percentage increase
(15.5%) of secondary school
pupils by 2020/21
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The number of secondary
school pupils is forecast to
increase by 13% in the
West Midlands

THE SECONDARY SCHOOL PLACES CHALLENGE

“It’s clear from our research that not one region is alone
in its mission to build more schools for secondary pupils.
With the predicted surge of pupils moving up from primary
school into secondary education, there is going to be huge
pressure to meet this demand. The frustrating part of this is
that solutions are available. Greater adoption of the latest
modular and offsite technology will be key in delivering high
quality schools and extensions within a short timeframe”
Simon Reid
Managing Director at Lungfish Architects

SCAPE GROUP
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England – A Regional Perspective
Outside of London, Manchester will see the biggest
percentage increase in secondary school pupils (35%)
by 2020, which could require more than 300 new
classrooms, which is the equivalent of nine new
secondary schools.

Slough and Reading exhibit the highest pupil growth in
the South East (25%), with 99 new secondary school
classrooms required in Slough, and 63 in Reading.
The other local authorities featured in the top 10 include
Leicester, Peterborough and Central Bedfordshire.

Constituencies in the South East will also experience
significant growth by 2020/21, in areas including
Slough, Reading, Bracknell and Southampton.

Local authorities
(excluding
London)

No of extra secondary
school places
required by 2020/21

All pupils %
growth

No of secondary
school classrooms
needed*

No of secondary
schools needed*

Manchester

9,627

35.4

321

9

Slough

2,961

25.8

99

3

Reading

1,887

25.6

63

2

Leicester

4,680

24.6

156

4

Bracknell Forest

1,684

23.9

56

2

Southampton

2,286

22.4

76

2

Stockton-On-Tees

2,359

22.0

79

2

Peterborough

3,183

21.9

106

3

Central Bedfordshire

3,590

21.6

120

3

North Somerset

2,623

21.0

87

2



Department of Education’s 2016 School Capacity and forecast tables statistics, available through GOV.UK. This data
does not take into account current capacity in individual schools or current school building plans in individual areas.
*
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This is the equivalent of the number of extra secondary school pupils in 2020/21
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Manchester will
see a 35% increase
in the number of
secondary school
pupils by 2020/21

SCAPE GROUP

In the next three years
Manchester may need
321 new secondary
school classrooms
– which equates to nine
new secondary schools
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Spotlight on London
London faces the most significant secondary places
challenge in the country. By 2020, the capital is expected
to see an additional 76,000 secondary pupils, a 15.5%
increase on the current number and the equivalent of
up to 2,543 extra classrooms.
The capital has seen its population increase from 8.42
million to 8.8 million from 2013 to 2016. This booming
population has placed significant pressure on the
supply of housing, increasing demand for land for
residential projects, which has made land in London
more expensive than in any other part of the UK.
Local authorities must compete with other organisations
for the land needed to build new schools.
An increase in housing projects does, however,
present an opportunity for local authorities to
work collaboratively with developers and housing
associations to deliver new school places where
they are most needed, through Section 106
Agreements or The Community Infrastructure Levy.
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Flexible delivery, allowing the developer to procure the
school building in consultation with the local authority,
could save time and reduce costs. To maximise this
opportunity, local authorities must be given the resources
and ability to ensure both housing and the wider
community needs are met.
Our research reveals that the greatest pressure on
school places will be most acutely felt in certain London
boroughs, with Barking and Dagenham set to see
an increase in secondary pupil numbers of 40% by
2020. This is the highest growth of any local authority
and compares with just 6.8% growth in Haringey.
London benefits from a devolved Mayor, who can
act as a strong voice for the most affected boroughs
in negotiations with Government to help to tackle
these issues. The Greater London Authority (GLA)
should also consider ways of using the resources of
the Mayor’s office to tackle the specific constraints of
building new schools and classrooms in London.

THE SECONDARY SCHOOL PLACES CHALLENGE

Top ten London boroughs in terms of pupil percentage growth
No of extra secondary
school places
required by 2020/21

All pupils %
growth

No of secondary
school classrooms
needed*

No of secondary
schools needed*

Barking and Dagenham

5,933

39.9

198

6

Greenwich

3,861

26.5

129

4

Newham

5,081

23.4

169

5

Richmond upon
Thames

1,733

19.4

58

2

Ealing

3,494

18.8

116

3

Lambeth

2,374

18.7

79

2

Lewisham

2,357

17.6

79

2

Harrow

2,312

17.4

77

2

Southwark

2,545

17.0

85

2

Hackney

2,322

16.4

77

2

London boroughs



Department of Education’s 2016 School Capacity and forecast tables statistics, available through GOV.UK
*
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This is the equivalent of the number of extra secondary school pupils in 2020/21
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Spotlight on London
The London Borough of Barking and Dagenham will
see a 40% increase in secondary school pupils by
2020/21. In context, this equates to a greater increase
than the Northern Powerhouse City of Manchester.

With growth in secondary school pupils set to increase
by 15% in both inner and outer London by 2020,
there is also a comparable split of London boroughs
in inner London and outer London featured in the
top ten list, in terms of pupil population growth.

Just under 6,000 extra pupils will be entering
secondary education, which equates to 200 extra
secondary school classrooms that need to be built
in the borough in the next three years. Newham will
see an increase of 5,081 secondary school pupils,
while Greenwich will see a 26.5% increase.

However, overall across all boroughs, Outer London
will see the greatest increase with almost 51,000
extra school places required in the next three
years, compared to 25,308 in Inner London.
That is the equivalent of 1,700 new secondary
school classrooms, which need to be built in Outer
London – equating to just under 50 new schools.

No of extra secondary
school places
required by 2020/21

All pupils %
growth

No of secondary
school classrooms
needed*

No of secondary
schools needed*

London

76,299

15.5

2,543

73

Inner London

25,308

15.5

844

24

Outer London

50,991

15.4

1,700

49



Department of Education’s 2016 School Capacity and forecast tables statistics, available through GOV.UK
*

This is the equivalent of the number of extra secondary school pupils in 2020/21

40% 6.8%
growth for the London Borough
of Barking and Dagenham

SCAPE GROUP

growth for the London Borough
of Haringey
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Spotlight on Manchester
School Places High on the Council’s Policy Agenda
provide high-quality learning facilities to support
pupils of today and the future. With secondary school
numbers now set to rise, and a quarter of secondary
schools in the City of Manchester already either full
or exceeding capacity, secondary school provision is
high on Manchester City Council’s policy agenda.

Building a Northern Powerhouse is about boosting
the local economy and unlocking the city’s potential.
This is being achieved through investment in culture,
transport and innovation, but also through investment
in education and skills.
The Government is committed to funding skills at
all levels, but to ensure the next generation can get
the best start in their future careers, and gain
access to qualifications such as the new T-Levels,
a secondary education estate that meets the needs
of a growing population must be provided for.
Outside of London, Manchester City Council is
forecast to see the biggest percentage increase in
pupil numbers. Primary school numbers are set to
increase by 15% and secondary school numbers by
35% in the next three years. Which means that by
2020/21 just under 570 classrooms need to be built
to accommodate the 22.3% growth in pupil numbers.
Broken down, 246 primary school classrooms and 321
secondary school classrooms will need to be built.
In a bid to tackle the current demand for additional
pupil places at primary schools across the region,
Manchester City Council is taking positive steps to
deliver new and refurbished primary school facilities
across the city. Eight new primary schools are being
built as part of the programme of work, which will

Manchester City Council opened a new secondary
academy for South Manchester, MEA Central, for 210
students in September this year. Eden Boys Leadership
Academy and Eden Girls Leadership Academy, both faith
schools, are planned in Cheetham Hill, while Pioneer
House Special School for pupils with special educational
needs is planned in Northenden. Didsbury High School
is also planned to open in 2019. Manchester City
Council is tackling the increase in school places head
on, and is looking at further new school buildings to
continue providing for the growing number of pupils.
Like London, devolution presents a significant opportunity
for a collaborative approach to school building across the
boroughs that make up the Greater Manchester Combined
Authority, while the directly elected Mayor of Greater
Manchester can act as a strong voice for the region to
Central Government. Devolving further powers and fairer
funding to the Combined Authority could help to ensure
there is sufficient space for pupils to learn, not just in the
City of Manchester, but across the whole city region.

City of Manchester
No of extra school
places required by
2020/21

All pupils %
growth

No of school
classrooms
needed*

No of schools
needed*

Primary

7,393

15.0

246

35

Secondary

9,627

35.4

321

9

All pupils

17,020

22.3

567

44

Department of Education’s 2016 School Capacity and forecast tables statistics, available through GOV.UK
*
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This is the equivalent of the number of extra secondary school pupils in 2020/21
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321

secondary school classrooms
must be provided in
Manchester by 2020/21*

“The priority must be to create as many new places as
possible in a short period of time, but there are some areas
such as Manchester where the scale of the task at hand
requires commitment and collaboration from Government.”
Fran Cox
Operational Director at Sunesis

SCAPE GROUP
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Spotlight on Scotland
Scotland is expected to see secondary school pupil
numbers increase by almost 6% by 2020, meaning
527 extra classrooms will be required by that time.
Edinburgh City Council will require the highest
number of additional secondary school classrooms
– the equivalent of 57 classrooms. Edinburgh City
Council is taking this challenge seriously. It is currently
reviewing school provision across the whole city,
including plans to amalgamate Currie High School
with Wester Hailes Education Centre to form a new
West Edinburgh High School and the creation of a
new high school in the south-west Edinburgh.
Despite requiring significantly fewer school places by
2020, Orkney Islands Council will see the greatest
increase in pupil numbers over the next three years
(18%). There are currently only two schools in this
local authority, located in the main towns of Kirkwall
and Stromness. With an additional 200 pupils set
to attend secondary schools in this area, extending
the current schools would significantly help ease
the pressure of this shortage of school places.
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With devolved powers over education, the Scottish
Government in Holyrood is responsible for funding
and running the education system in Scotland, from
nurseries to universities. Holyrood manages the budget
for Scotland’s education system, for which funding
ultimately comes from the UK Treasury’s block grant.
In addition to the growing number of secondary school
pupils in Scotland, the Scottish Education and Skills
Committee is currently taking steps to address a
teacher shortage.
With Scotland’s construction industry set for growth
in most sectors and 2,340 extra jobs anticipated in
the industry over the next five years, the industry is
increasing its capacity, but will need to do more to
recruit and train skilled workers, to ensure Scotland is
able to meet projected secondary school numbers.

15,800

5.7%

527

extra secondary school
pupils by 2020/21

all pupils increase growth

secondary school
classrooms needed*

THE SECONDARY SCHOOL PLACES CHALLENGE

Top ten local authorities in terms of extra pupil numbers in Scotland
No of extra secondary
school places
required by 2020/21

All pupils %
growth

No of secondary
school classrooms
needed*

No of secondary
schools needed*

Edinburgh City Council

1,700

9.3

57

2

Glasgow City Council

1,700

6.9

57

2

Fife Council

1,400

7.0

47

1

Aberdeenshire Council

1,100

7.8

37

1

South Lanarkshire
Council

900

4.9

30

1

Falkirk Council

800

9.2

27

1

West Lothian Council

800

7.4

27

1

Aberdeen City Council

700

8.1

23

1

East Lothian Council

600

10.7

20

1

Dundee City Council

600

8.3

20

1

Local authority

Top ten local authorities in terms of pupil percentage growth in Scotland
No of extra secondary
school places
required by 2020/21

All pupils %
growth

No of secondary
school classrooms
needed*

No of secondary
schools needed*

Orkney Islands Council

200

18.2

7

0

East Lothian Council

600

10.7

20

1

Midlothian Council

500

9.8

17

0

1,700

9.3

57

2

Falkirk Council

800

9.2

27

1

Dundee City Council

600

8.3

20

1

Aberdeen City Council

700

8.1

23

1

West Dunbartonshire
Council

400

7.8

13

0

Aberdeenshire Council

1,100

7.8

37

1

West Lothian Council

800

7.4

27

1

Local authority

Edinburgh City Council

The Scottish Government’s Local authority level pupil projections: primary and secondary school pupil numbers
by local authority; 2015 to 2020 statistics
*
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This is the equivalent of the number of extra secondary school pupils in 2020/21
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Spotlight on Wales
In November this year, the Welsh Government
announced a second wave of investment in its
21st Century Schools and Education Programme,
through ‘Band B’ funding, which will see £2.3 billion
put towards rebuilding or updating more than 100
outdated school and college buildings from 2019.
Band B will comprise two funding streams over a five
year period; one using traditional capital, and one
using revenue funding, via a new form of Public Private
Partnership called the Mutual Investment Model (MIM).
Proposed by local authorities and further education
institutions, the programme will address growth in
demand for education delivered in Welsh, a reduction
of surplus capacity and inefficiency in the system,
expansion of schools in areas of increased demand
and a review of assets, which could be made available
for community use where demand exists. This second
phase follows an initial £1.4 billion programme to
help create new inspiring and motivating learning
environments across Wales, known as ‘Band A’.

Although the programme, which was launched in
2014, does not focus solely on secondary schools, it
is a good example of collaboration between Central
Government, local authorities, of which all 22 are
involved, and education partners to ensure the needs
of surrounding communities are met. Construction
Excellence Wales is rightly supporting and celebrating
the programme as an example of best practice.
Wales will see 10,200 extra pupils enter the secondary
school system in 2020, an increase of 6.5%, which
equates to 340 additional classrooms. With ‘Band A’
of the initiative set to be complete by March 2019 and
‘Band B’ launching in April 2019, the country is making
great steps to tackle the school places shortage.
However, with such a significant number of pupils set
to be making the transition from primary to secondary
school, or in many cases, middle school to secondary
school, it is vital that the programme uses modern
methods such as offsite construction to build new
schools quickly and efficiently. The Welsh Government
is encouraging more local authorities to embrace offsite
construction, but the level of adoption to date across
the country has been mixed.

10,200

6.5%

340

extra secondary school
pupils by 2020/21

all pupils increase growth

secondary school
classrooms needed*

The Welsh Government’s Pupil Projections statistics

SCAPE GROUP
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Spotlight on Northern Ireland
Unlike primary schools, the number of post-primary
schools and grammar schools has continued to decline
year after year. In 2000/1 there was a total of 166 postprimary schools in Northern Ireland, whereas now
there are just 135.
Grammar schools have also followed this trend,
but there is still a large number (67) operating in
the country and they continue to remain popular.
The reductions in post-primary and grammar schools
is in line with the decline in pupil numbers, which has
decreased by 9% in the same timeframe.
However, latest data from the Department of Education
in Northern Ireland predicts this to change by 2020.

28
00

In the next three years, post-primary school numbers
are set to increase by 13%. Although not all of these
pupils will choose to attend the non-grammar schools,
currently 318 additional post-primary school classrooms
will be required to meet capacity – that equates to
nine new schools. With post-primary school numbers
increasing, primary school numbers will start declining
in 2020/21, much like they did in 1996/7, which means
there will be capacity in existing primary schools.
Taking a combined school approach, which integrates
both state primary and secondary schools, could be
key to tackling these peaks and troughs in both primary
and post-primary school numbers – whereby facilities
and classroom space can be utilised where required.

THE SECONDARY SCHOOL PLACES CHALLENGE

9,549

13%

318

extra secondary school
pupils by 2020/21

all pupils increase growth

secondary school
classrooms needed*

Northern Ireland’s Department of Education’s Schools and pupils by District Council 2016/17 and School
population – projections (2016/17 version) statistics.

SCAPE GROUP
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A collaborative approach
to school building
Project

Wixams Tree Primary and Wixams Academy

Client

Bedford Borough Council

Timescales

98 weeks for the technical academy; 85 weeks for the primary school

Value

£18 million

Architect

Lungfish

Project
Management

Pick Everard via the Scape National Project Management and Quantity Surveying framework

Construction

Willmott Dixon via the Scape National Major Works framework

Performance
Management

Scape Procure

Challenge:

Outcomes:

As demand for school places increases in Bedford
Borough, the Council has kick-started a major investment
programme to enhance schools across the area. As part
of these plans, the local authority wanted to build a school
that would have capacity for both primary and secondary
school pupils, and would eventually form part of a
community of around 10,000 to 15,000 people in
Wixams, developed by Gallagher Estates.

• Specialist science laboratories, high-tech computing
labs and a creative design studio are now available,
providing modern and well-equipped spaces for
pupils to put what they have learned in the classroom
into practice.

Action:
The 824-place technical academy for science, maths
and technology was built, alongside a new 420-place
primary school and 26 place nursery to create a learning
community which would share facilities and enable
future expansion in the centre of Wixams. Having a
nursery on-site means that the learning community
would see a child through the school system from early
years to their A-Levels.

• To enhance pupils’ creative skills, a music room,
recording studio and performing arts studio have
been built, which can be accessed throughout
the day and after school use is in place.
• Where one-on-one support, independent learning
space or room for group activities is required, a large
open-plan learning resource centre is now accessible
to students at the academy. The primary school
pupils benefit from wide learning streets on
both floors, designed for similar activities.
• A new and improved sports hall and multi-use
games area now provide pupils with sufficient and
up to date space for physical education activities.
• The primary school was built early alongside the
secondary school, so that it is ready to welcome
420 pupils, as the community grows.
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“Myself and Mary Langley, Headteacher of Wixams Tree Primary, of course had
different ideas of what we wanted our respective schools to become, as they
needed to fit the specific needs of each age group. For me, it was to ensure
my students had a learning environment, which allowed for teamwork as well
as professional study spaces, with clear, crisp lines within the interior, while for
Mary it was about creating a nurturing, calm ambience, which brought the
‘outside in’ through the use of natural colours and textures on the walls and
floors. It is safe to say that both schools have exceeded our expectations.”
Paul Spyropoulos
Principal of Wixams Academy

“Wixams is a positive example of schools sharing facilities,
helping to ensure the most efficient use of the site. Much of
the success of Wixams is down to collaboration from both
the public and private sectors and meeting the Government’s
Education and Skills Funding Agency’s guidelines as this
allowed the schools to be built within a very short timeframe.”
Simon Reid
Managing Director at Lungfish Architects

SCAPE GROUP
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A timely approach
to school building
Project

Sacred Heart Primary School

Client

Sandwell Futures (joint venture between Sandwell Council and Interserve)

Timescales

48 weeks

Value

Circa £5 million

Design

Sunesis

Construction

Willmott Dixon via the Scape National Major Works framework

Challenge:

Outcomes:

To meet growing demand for primary places in Sandwell,
Sandwell Council decided to replace the existing Victorian
built primary school and transform it into a two-form
entry school. The area has seen a 26% increase in birth
rate and an increased number of new residents moving
to Sandwell. The school was operating across two sites
and was becoming over-crowded and outdated.
At the time of occupation, it was the smallest school
in Sandwell, in a poor condition with limited facilities,
and so urgent change was required to provide new
high-quality facilities.

• More than 300 extra primary school places are
now available at the school, which has a total of
14 classrooms and a nursery with 30 spaces.

Action:
Sandwell Futures decided to commission a Sunesis
school, delivered by Willmott Dixon on the site of the
existing Sacred Heart school, which would offer 420
primary places and 52 nursery places. This provided
a unique solution with a guaranteed timescale
and budget that would work for the local authority,
the school and its pupils.
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• New design to better meet the needs of the pupils,
including those with special educational needs.
• Extra classroom space to better support the
community with family learning, such as additional
English lessons for parents and pupils and
open teaching space, which supports more
collaborative learning facilities and experiences.
• The school hall can now accommodate all pupils
and teachers for use during a variety of activities.
• The commercial kitchen is now better equipped to
deal with pupils’ and teachers’ dietary requirements.
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“The new school means so much more to us than extra school places. The way
the building is designed means we can better meet the needs of all our pupils.”
Melanie Gee
Headteacher of Sacred Heart Primary School

SCAPE GROUP
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A flexible approach
to achieving technical excellence
Project

Corby Technical School extension

Client

Northamptonshire County Council

Timescales

55 weeks

Value

£6.8 million

Challenge:
Since its establishment in 2012, Corby Technical
School (CTS) has catered for students specialising
in subjects such as engineering, electronics and
computer programming and has served as an exemplar
of the Government’s free school programme.
In order to serve the increasing demand for places
at the school, Wates Construction was appointed by
Northamptonshire County Council to expand the
existing school footprint, with the aim of doubling
the school’s size.

Once on site, Wates accelerated aspects of the project
to accommodate the school term’s early August
start. This saw the site team, including staff from GSS
Architects and Pick Everard, adopting a flexible working
strategy to minimise disruption to staff and students.

Outcomes:
• The school was handed over in a phased delivery,
enabling students to access key areas of the new
building at the start of the academic year, while the
final stages of construction were being completed.

Wates were tasked with undertaking this ambitious
brief without interrupting the school’s daily activities,
whilst also factoring in an unusually early start to the
2017/18 school year.

• Wates’ accelerated programme ultimately
enabled a successful early handover to
Northamptonshire County Council in October,
removing three weeks from the build programme.

Action:

• The build has enabled the school to double
its Year 7 intake to 150 students.

The project’s procurement through the East Midlands
Property Alliance (empa) framework, managed by
Scape Procure, allowed Wates to expedite the start on
site, with a gap of only 20 weeks between initial client
engagement and construction work beginning at
the school.

• The 3,308 square metre expansion includes 20
new classrooms, a drama studio, lecture theatre,
and a media studies and music department,
as well as a new sixth form space and offices.
• The school’s car park has been expanded and
existing classrooms have also been renovated.
• Other additions include the installation of
photovoltaic panels on the school’s roof, and other
energy efficient lighting and heating systems.
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“The resounding success of this extension for Corby Technical School is
testament to the efficient and effective procurement process offered by
Scape Procure. This facilitated the speed at which we were able to start work
on site, the minimal disruption afforded to staff and students through our
flexible building programme, the social and economic benefits offered to the
community and the expertise we brought to the project as a trusted contractor
in the education sector. It was a privilege to work in partnership with the
Brooke Weston Trust and Pick Everard to create this exceptional learning
environment for the Corby Technical School community.”
John Carlin
Business Unit Director, Wates Construction

“This expansion would not have been possible without the funding and support
of Northamptonshire County Council who recognised the need for extra school
places in Corby. I would like to thank them, along with Wates, who project
managed the scheme, as well as the teams from GSS Architects, Pick Everard
and Scape Procure. Everyone involved worked tirelessly on this extension that
will enhance the education and life chances of Corby students now, and for
generations to come.”
Dr Andrew Campbell
Chief Executive of the Brooke Weston Trust

SCAPE GROUP
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Our recommendations
1. A joined-up approach to modular
To bridge the school capacity gap, there must be an agreed
approach between public and private sectors and Local and
Central Government on new solutions such as offsite construction.
A cohesive national strategy on modular for new schools could
significantly reduce the amount of time it would take to provide
areas with much-needed school places, but there needs to be
significant investment behind this. If modular can grow in scale,
building schools will become cheaper and more cost-effective.
2. A shared space
The availability of land is a major challenge, so utilising the
space available is key if the UK is to be able to provide a
sufficient number of school places to meet a growing population.
Combined schools, which host both primary and secondary
schools, as well as nurseries, offer an opportunity to maximise
value for money, whilst planning for future growth.
3. Investment in extensions
Greater investment in extensions for schools would improve the
time and costs associated with creating much-needed new school
places. Building extensions on existing schools would be a more
efficient use of resources, should they be easily extendable.

Sunesis Keynes – Bemrose Primary School
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4. Building up
Local authorities could significantly reduce the number of
schools they need to build by 2020, by building up. Designers of
schools on smaller sites in more built-up areas could be more
creative with their approach, by adding more storeys to the
schools. This would allow for significantly more classroom
space, however it would not be advisable to build a primary
school which is more than three storeys.
5. Building a community
Currently, Section 106 Agreements with developers are one of
the main methods local councils use to build new schools in
growing areas, but the process could be made much easier for
local authorities by putting school building at the beginning of
the planning process, rather than at the end. This would allow
for schools to be built by developers at the outset, as opposed
to after a development is built.

SCAPE GROUP
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Commentary
Mark Robinson, Scape Group Chief Executive:
“As pupils start to move through the education system,
the number of secondary school pupils is expected
to accelerate over the next three years. With 14,522
secondary school classrooms required across the UK
by 2020, time is of the essence to get these built.
The Government must view this situation as a priority.
As we move through the Brexit negotiations, we must
also ensure that we develop and improve our built
environment, so that we can offer world-class places that
attract inward investment. Also, critically, we must not
fail our children. Local authorities should be given the
freedom and resources to build additional classrooms
where demand will be reaching high levels by 2020,
which the existing school systems simply cannot cope
with. We must therefore focus on solutions which

will allow us to create additional school places, either
through new schools or extensions, more quickly and
resourcefully, without compromising on quality.
Offsite technology is no longer a trade-off. Pre-designed
solutions do not compromise on quality. Combining
state-of-the-art modular techniques with innovative
thinking, we can address the issue. For example,
integrating both primary and secondary schools to
make the most of the space available could dramatically
reduce the school places shortage the UK currently faces.
Theresa May’s pledge to build 100 new free schools,
both primary and secondary, every year. This parliament
is a positive step forward, but unfortunately it is a drop
in the ocean compared to what we need to do to meet
rapidly rising secondary school pupil numbers.”

Fran Cox, Operations Director, Sunesis:
“It can take a considerable amount of time to secure
planning permission for a new school and given the
timescales currently in play, we will likely start to see
more schools maximising their current estate – looking
more towards extensions as a solution as opposed to
building a completely new school. Offsite manufacturing
is an obvious way in which building new classrooms,
either as extensions or new schools, can be done with
clear timescales for delivery, flexibility where necessary
and certainty of cost. Yet, for us to truly grasp the
opportunity presented by offsite technologies, as a
country, we must work to increase manufacturing
capability to meet demand.
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Having worked within a local authority as a member
of Bedfordshire Council’s education commissioning
team and now at Sunesis, it is absolutely clear to me
that collaboration between Local Government, the
Department of Education and the private sector is vital.
Having a joined-up approach to modular between
public and private sectors and Local and Central
Government would allow school building to become
far more efficient and ultimately help significantly
reduce the number of classrooms required.”
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Duncan Green, Chairman, Perfect Circle:
“The need for additional primary school places
has been well-documented for a number of
years and now that acute shortage is beginning
to affect the UK’s secondary provision.
Our sector specialist team of consultants has been at
the forefront of addressing this issue, foreseeing that the
increased pressure on primary places would translate into
the need for additional secondary places in subsequent
years. We are engaged in strategically advising clients
to help resolve challenging budgets, space constraints
and an unprecedented demand for pupil places.

A collaborative approach between public and private
sector will play an important role in addressing the
issues effectively.
The Government has committed to building more schools,
but we must collectively focus on delivering solutions which
not only provide high-quality, modern spaces for teaching
and learning, but also offer value for money and can be
delivered reasonably quickly. A co-ordinated programme
of school extensions, new builds and maximising existing
estates is essential to delivering schools for the future.”

Through our relationships with our clients, we
know that the requirement for more places is
not confined to any one area of the UK.

Neil Pates, Managing Director, Strategic Frameworks and Alliances, Kier:
“This latest research by Scape further highlights the
increasing demand our education sector is facing to
provide classrooms for pupils. Over 400,000 pupils will
be advancing to secondary schools in the next four years
so it’s vital that we work together to not only ensure
they can be accommodated, but that they also have
top quality facilities in which to realise their potential.

timescale than has previously been achieved in order to
meet demand. As a leading provider in the education
sector, Kier is well placed to deliver this. We provide, on
average, 25,000 school places each year, and have the
expertise in a range of construction methods to provide
the best solutions to clients, whether that be traditional,
offsite construction or innovative modular techniques.

That requires over 13,000 extra classrooms to be built
by 2020/21. Whilst that sounds like an ambitious target,
by working with Central Government, local authorities,
our partners, and Scape, we are developing innovative
solutions to provide these first class facilities in a shorter

As we enter our seventh year as a partner
with Scape, we are looking forward to working
with them further, alongside Local and Central
Government, to develop a joined-up approach to
allow us to collectively meet this challenge.”

SCAPE GROUP
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Stephen Beechey, Group Strategy Director &
Managing Director Government Affairs, Wates Construction:
“There are just under 25,000 schools in the country,
each school has an average lifespan of 60 years.
Alarmingly, this translates into up to 400 schools a
year becoming unusable.
Looking ahead, I’d like to encourage colleagues
across the industry to ensure new schools are fully
sustainable – in addition to incorporating modern

technology to build schools faster and address the
school places crisis. While ensuring that new and
improved school buildings are fit for use for longer,
this will also encourage the students who learn in
them to preserve and protect the world around them.”

Derek Shewan, Chief Executive, Robertson Group:
“Education is top of the agenda in Scotland and
this report highlights the clear and urgent need
for action to be taken. This is an issue relevant to
every council area across Scotland. Whether it is by
extending existing schools or creating new ones, the
Scottish Government, local authorities and industry
must work together to find the best way forward.
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The construction industry is ready to deliver and
indeed Robertson is building several new schools
across the country, working in partnership with
organisations such as Scape, who provide local
authorities with faster routes to market. Meeting the
needs of the growing population will not be easy,
but by embracing a joined-up approach we can create
high-quality schools in a cost-effective manner and
ensure a brighter future for pupils in Scotland.”
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Andrew Alsbury, Education Director, Willmott Dixon:
“We welcome this Scape report, which offers real
practical solutions to the urgent priority of providing
high-quality school places to meet our rising population
needs. The growth in linking section 106 Agreements
with providing schools through the Sunesis option
is a great example of how the market is adapting.
New ways to meet this need and more innovative
thinking like this is the way forward, including better
use of modular methods and adoption of higher
density design to make best use of smaller sites.

I hope this report stimulates a further increase in sharing
of best practice among local authorities, to learn where
innovative new approaches have worked well and how
this can be adopted in other parts of the UK. I think there’s
a major role we can all play in this process to encourage
sharing of ideas that cut waste and duplication in how
we deliver more school places, and I look forward to
building on the momentum this report has created.”

Neil Martin, Managing Director, Lendlease Construction:
“As a major contractor with a strong track record in
the provision of new and improved schools, not least
the 2015 Stirling Prize winning Burntwood School in
Wandsworth, we are acutely aware of the need to
balance value for money with meeting the real need
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for additional school places. Our experience delivering BSF
schemes in Birmingham, Lancashire and London saw us
do just that; providing new school places on a large-scale
whilst meeting strict budgetary requirements.”
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Methodology
Data for the England-based research was
obtained through the Department of Education’s
2016 School Capacity and forecast tables
statistics, available through GOV.UK.

Data for the Northern Ireland-based research was
obtained through Department of Education’s Schools
and pupils by District Council 2016/17 and School
population – projections (2016/17 version) statistics.

Data for the Scotland-based research was obtained
through Gov.Scot’s website; Local authority level
pupil projections: primary and secondary school
pupil numbers by local authority; 2015 to 2020.

The number of extra classrooms and schools
predicted in this research is based on there being 30
pupils in both a primary and secondary class, seven
classrooms in a 1FE primary school and 35 classrooms
in a secondary school. This equates to a total of 210
primary school pupils per school and 1,050 secondary
school pupils per school. This data does not take
into account current capacity in individual schools or
current school building plans in individual areas.

Data for the Welsh-based research was obtained
through Stat Wales, Pupil Projections, available
through the Welsh Government’s website.

Sunesis Dewey – St Matthew’s C of E Academy
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About Scape Group
Scape Group is a public-sector organisation, dedicated to creating ongoing efficiency
and social value via the built environment. Scape and its subsidiaries offer fully managed
frameworks, property services, innovative design solutions, community investment
opportunities and joint ventures.
By bringing together the strongest teams from the public and private sectors, Scape’s rapidly
deployed, highly measurable and collaborative approach delivers value for money and
quality buildings whilst stimulating local economic growth and community enrichment.
Scape operates with a buying capacity of £13bn and has helped to deliver over 2,400 public
sector projects with more than 1,700 currently in progress. This year, Scape Group was
named the ‘Best Client to Work With’ across the public and private sector, at the annual
Construction Enquirer Awards.

For more information visit

scapegroup.co.uk
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For press enquiries contact
Instinctif Partners: 0207 427 1408
james.mcewan@instinctif.com
emily.smart@instinctif.com

Scape Group
7th Floor, City Gate East, Tollhouse Hill,
Nottingham NG1 5FS
T: +44 (0)115 958 3200
E: general@scapegroup.co.uk
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